
WRITE A PROGRAM TO DISPLAY CLOCK USING APPLET

How to display clock using Applet? The above code sample will produce the following result in a java enabled web
browser. View in Browser. The following is .

The second thing you need is a way to keep track of the actual area to redraw. Without a specific sleep
method, the applet would run as fast as it possibly could, which, for most computer systems, would be too fast
for the eye to see. Now let's say you have two busses; both are on the same route to the field trip, both are
going at the same speed, and both are full of students singing songs. An example will help make the
relationship between all these methods clearer. Painting and Repainting The paint method, as you learned
yesterday, is called whenever an applet needs to be painted-when the applet is initially drawn, when the
window containing it is moved, or when another window is moved from over it. By creating all the colors
beforehand, you can then jusxt draw text in that color, one at a time; it's easier to precompute all the colors at
once and, in fact, this for loop might make more sense in an init method because it only needs to happen once.
Color; 3: 4: public class Checkers2 extends java. Inside this method is the endless while loop, the calls to
repaint , and the sleep method, which pauses things so they only run once a second. Call it anything you like;
it's a variable of the type Thread Thread is a class in java. However, for very tight loops, the awt may collapse
several calls to repaint into one. For this discussion, we'll focus on the animation parts of the applet and won't
worry so much about how the threads work. By implementing Runnable, you tell others that they can call the
Run method on your instances. It just stops? Because it's so easy, there's almost no reason not to use threads in
your applets, given the benefits. You learned the basics today; you'll learn more next week on Day  This applet
uses the paint , repaint , start , and stop methods. Following example demonstrates how to display a clock
using valueOf methods of String Class. Include an instance variable to hold the applet's thread object. This
isn't a mistake or an error in the program; in fact, that flicker is a side effect of creating animation in Java.
Program to create a digital clock using java swing. Take, for example, that digital clock applet, which has an
endless while loop. A: It just stops. You can either do all the applet's work inside that method, or you can call
other object's methods in order to do so. If you update the edges of the drawing area with each call to repaint ,
and a couple calls to paint are skipped, you end up with bits of the drawing surface not being updated at all or
bits of the oval colloquially called "turds" left behind. The sleep method there, part of the Thread class, is what
causes the applet to pause. However, the solution to solving the flicker problem for this applet is more difficult
than for the last one, because you actually do want to clear the screen before the next frame is drawn. Neat,
isn't it? To accomplish animation in Java, therefore, you use the start method to start a thread, and then do all
your animation processing inside the thread's run method. This works only for some applets, of course.
Because the screen clearing is all that's causing the problem, the solution is easy: Override update and remove
the part where the screen gets cleared. Create a stop method that stops the thread. Why not have a simple paint
method that puts stuff on the screen when you want it there? To get totally flicker-free animation, you'll need
to use a technique called double-buffering, which you'll learn about tomorrow. In the actual paint method, the
background squares are painted one black and one white , and then the checker is drawn at its current position.
The value of ux1 the left side of the drawing area is the previous oval's x position xpos , and the value of ux2
is the x position of the current oval plus the width of that oval 90 pixels in this example. In the next two
sections, you'll work through some examples of overriding update in different cases to reduce flicker. To limit
what gets redrawn, you need a couple things. It doesn't really need to get cleared anyhow, because nothing is
changing except the color of the text. Date; 4: 5: public class DigitalClock extends java. In fact, many of the
basic things you need to do to use threads are just boilerplate code that you can copy and paste from one applet
to another. To pass the time, the teachers are leading a sing-along. Any classes you create that use threads
must include Runnable. A group of students is on a bus, on a field trip somewhere. The start and stop methods
here start and stop a thread; the bulk of the applet's work goes on in the run methods lines 25 to 


